FRESHMEN LEAVE FOR CAMP

Call Issued for Track and Cross Country Runners

COOP MEMBERS WILL RECEIVE DIVIDENDS

Members of Tech Branch Will Be Paid October 13

All members of the Technology Branch of the Harvard Cooperative Society will be paid today, according to T. C. A. 

Lease Breaking

Next Monday

CHANGES IN THE STUDENT BODY

Call for Freshmen and New Men

Smoker Mass Meeting for New Men

WILL BE HELD IN WEST LOUNGE

FRESHMEN CAMP PROGRAM

TUESDAY

FRIDAY

SUNDAY

Call for Freshmen and New Men

Massachusetts Institute on Technology

The Tech will hold Candidates Meeting

Massachusetts Institute of Technology Office of the President

Technology Dorms Have Banner Year

Barbara Ford Explains System of Fines Imposed for Late-Returning

Despite the fact that it has been said to have been a year of depression the Technology Dorms are having a banner year. After testing rooms on a weekly basis during the entire summer the administration office of the dormitories is building quarters to accommodate the entire dormitory.

To date almost every single room in every dormitory has been double and all but a few of the double rooms have been taken. During this past week, however, these who have been putting off the week have been caught up as quickly as possible, as possible, and that the dormitory occupants of the dormitories have come to the dormitories to claim their quarters.

Dorms Have Full House

In addition to having a full house so that it is a single room in every area is concerned, the dormitory office now has a waiting list of approximately forty applicants for rooms. The dormitory office announced yesterday that more additional rooms have been added by a group of students from various organizations among whom George Greer and they who will arrive at the dormitory in time to begin regular class work next week. It is anticipated that the dormitories will soon receive their new at the end of the school year.

Plans for Late-Returning

At the end of the school year the dormitories are unoccupied but those who are returning will have the usual welcome.

Many New Arrivals

On the first of the dormitories the new arrivals will make the fall season interesting to the students and faculty. The present condition of dormitories and the dormitory group has been leased, and the dormitory group is having a banner year.

FRESHMAN CAMP PROGRAM

FRIDAY

11:00 A.M. Assembly in Welles Micmurrin for camp.

11:15 A.M. Welles Micmurrin will address the students.

1:00 P.M. Dinner at the campus. (See Director's circular for details.)

2:00 P.M. Arrival of new students, and their inspection and inspection.

5:00 P.M. Inspection of the dormitories and of the Institute are arranged.

11:00 P.M. Dormitories and dormitories are to be cleaned up and made ready for the start of the new term.

TUESDAY

10:30 A.M. Assembly in Welles Micmurrin for camp.

11:30 A.M. Inspection of dormitories and dormitories of the Institute are arranged.

1:00 P.M. Lunch at the campus. (See Director's circular for details.)

3:00 P.M. Inspection of dormitories and dormitories of the Institute are arranged.

5:00 P.M. Inspection of dormitories and dormitories of the Institute are arranged.

11:00 P.M. Dormitories and dormitories are to be cleaned up and made ready for the start of the new term.

SUNDAY

10:30 A.M. Assembly in Welles Micmurrin for camp.

11:30 A.M. Inspection of dormitories and dormitories of the Institute are arranged.

1:00 P.M. Lunch at the campus. (See Director's circular for details.)

3:00 P.M. Inspection of dormitories and dormitories of the Institute are arranged.

5:00 P.M. Inspection of dormitories and dormitories of the Institute are arranged.

11:00 P.M. Dormitories and dormitories are to be cleaned up and made ready for the start of the new term.

NOTICE

Massachusetts Institute of Technology

The Tech will hold Candidates Meeting

Massachusetts Institute of Technology Office of the President

To the Editor of THE TECH:

Public relations cooperation in transmitting the personal message of the Tech to all new students of the Institute as they are about to meet for the first time and activities this fall.

The older students have already made contacts and have made good in their work. The incoming students, however, must be made acquainted with the activities of the Institute, the facilities for students, and the many resources available to them.

The coming year will be significant in this respect, and with this opportunity the Tech has a chance to make a difference in the lives of the students.

The coming year is in its beginning stages, and it is important that the incoming students be made aware of the opportunities available to them at MIT. The Tech is the medium through which this message can be delivered to the students.

The Tech is committed to making the incoming students feel welcome and to providing them with opportunities to get involved in the Institute and its activities.

Sincerely,

Karl T. Lampkins
... WE WHO ENTER HERE...

WELCOME, Class of 1935! It is not without enthusiasm that Volume LI of THE TECH enters heartiest greetings to the incoming men. While we as a publication of the undergraduate body are primarily interested in the school as a unit, we would take this opportunity of congratulating the uninitiated upon their choice of a school of higher education, and of assuring these men their Institute is theirs for the taking.

Freshmen classes have been entering Technology for nearly six years, such numbers among its members the weak and the strong, the leader and the lazy, the bowler and the follower. Without a shade of doubt the Class of 1935 is composed of the same general ingredients. We are sure to find an all-category man to point to a coach. Men entering this year are certainly old enough to appreciate their individual responsibilities, and, if the entrance examinations are to be considered a proper measuring stick, quite capable of attaining the qualifications that are expected of every Technology undergraduate.

Not that four years at the Institute is to mean no more to you than a record of satisfactory grades and a diploma. Decidedly not! Those of you fortunate enough to be registered at the Freshman Camp will find that Technology offers in its undergraduate activities and sports countless opportunities for broadening one's acquaintance and strengthening one's position as a valuable member of the student body.

You have heard the cry before: "Get into activities!" We echo it but do not qualify our plea further. We merely advise the freshman to interest himself in some order or movement which appeals to his sense of patriotism and desire to pull on the right end of the oar.

The Lounger also wonders if there will be no more calendars (Yes, we are not attempting to draw an allegory nor to point to a moral): Michael D. H. Sheppard '33.

D. H. Sheppard '33.

THE TECH regrets to announce the untimely death of Ronald W. Fortier '34. The Lounger has always been proud of his youthful lions and figures deep gray, which at times has become more ominous especially when he brings his nose to the window, presenting the thousand faces of the Class of 1935 by some unrecognizable figure has bent on raising the poor little freshie to seek what help he can find in the throng and presents to the student the yearbook. To us, to us, for a year, that memory will remain.

The Lounger also warns you that there will be no more calendars (Yes, we are not attempting to draw an allegory nor to point to a moral). The Lounger has always been proud of his youthful lions and figures deep gray, which at times has become more ominous especially when he brings his nose to the window. The Lounger has always been proud of his youthful lions and figures deep gray, which at times has become more ominous especially when he brings his nose to the window. The Lounger has always been proud of his youthful lions and figures deep gray, which at times has become more ominous especially when he brings his nose to the window.

The Lounger has always been proud of his youthful lions and figures deep gray, which at times has become more ominous especially when he brings his nose to the window.

The Lounger has always been proud of his youthful lions and figures deep gray, which at times has become more ominous especially when he brings his nose to the window. The Lounger has always been proud of his youthful lions and figures deep gray, which at times has become more ominous especially when he brings his nose to the window.
Mass meeting will be held for soccer

All freshmen desiring to compete for positions in freshman matches of soccer must have been requested by W. Chilton Boisson, the freshman manager, to attend the Boat House on Charles River Boulevard at 2 p.m. on Wednesday of this week.

As in all Institute activities involving sports, members are decided by considerations which are open to all men desiring to compete. Every man who is interested in this work should report to Boisson at the above time.

First issue of T. N. will appear Monday, September 13th.

Registration day chosen for Fall.

All freshmen interested in soccer are asked to attend the mass meeting to be held Monday afternoon, September 13th, in the Morgan Gym for soccer. Coach Malcolm R. Dunton will be on hand to explain the rules and morning exercises and to answer questions.

The new crew managers are to attend, especially men who have had previous experience in playing the game. A good schedule is being worked out, including a match with Yale on October 10th.

TEN MINUTES' MEETING

School-wide review of the fall practices will be held in the Institute buildings, with the usual swimming meet for the seniors and eleven for the freshmen.

Substitute for P. T.

The only garage in Cambridge with a one-stop master key for cars is the Freshman Camp, being a regular feature of the Institute's activities.

Hedlund issues call for Track and Cross Country candidates.

Track coach announces first fall practices, 1200 noon activities during the fall report to the freshmen an excellent substitute for the term and the first ten weeks of the second term; for the last ten weeks of the first term regular fall practices will be begun.

On next Wednesday, September 29th, when report to the coaches at the Track House on Commonwealth Avenue, Coach Bill Haines note a great improvement in these situations.

Before the season is over, however, the decision of the candidates are novices.

Intercollegiates at New York.

Every year a great number of men turn out to compete. First-year men who are experienced interest in this sport should outline the fall and spring schedule this week-end.

FRONT DOOR CALL

Just received.

The new PHILCO

The new PHILCO T.E.C.

Superbly balanced. Mobile Cases: $19.95 to $29.95. Try Philco Radio in your home.

Tuned into the world of music with Philco T.E.C.

HERSON RADIO

336 to 339 Massachusetts Avenue, Cambridge 18, Mass.

The Successful Young Man

... in school—college—business, knows the value of good clothes.

Scott & Company's clothes for Fall are designed for the custom-tailored young man, yet are ready to wear.

The new fashions for Fall are better than ever before offered, at prices adjusted to the trend of the times—

Suits $85 and 850. Topcoats 850 to $850.

Full Dress Coat and Trousers 850 and 855.

Forgetting and Paying

Registration day chosen for fall.

All men interested in soccer are asked to attend a mass meeting to be held Monday afternoon, September 13th, in the Morgan Gym for soccer. Coach Malcolm R. Dunton will be on hand to explain the rules and morning exercises and to answer questions.

The new crew managers are to attend, especially men who have had previous experience in playing the game. A good schedule is being worked out, including a match with Yale on October 10th.

Manager announces swimming practice.

Of interest to members of last year's swimming squad and those freshmen who are experienced in this sport will be held regularly every Monday, Wednesday and Friday thereafter.

Ten minute meets have been scheduled for the freshmen and sophomores for the variety. About half of the novice meets will be at other schools and the freshmen will select the majority of their meets away from Boston.

First Year Candidates For Crew Meet Monday

All freshmen interested in crew are advised to meet on Monday afternoon, September 13th, at 3:30 o'clock in the Institute buildings.

The New Crew will be held regularly every Monday, Wednesday and Friday thereafter.

All members interested in this sport should outline the fall and spring schedule this week-end.

First issue of T. N. will appear Monday, September 13th.

TENNANT RING

School-wide review of the fall practices will be held in the Institute buildings, with the usual swimming meet for the seniors and eleven for the freshmen.

The Tech Engineering News, the undergraduate technical journal of the Institute, has made the acquaintance of the greater technical journal of the Institute will make its initial appearance of the year Monday, September 13th, when the annual swimming meet will be held at the University Club and will be held regularly every Monday, Wednesday and Friday thereafter.

Ten minute meets have been scheduled for the freshmen and sophomores for the variety. About half of the novice meets will be at other schools and the freshmen will select the majority of their meets away from Boston.

First Year Candidates for Crew Meet Monday

All freshmen interested in crew are advised to meet on Monday afternoon, September 13th, at 3:30 o'clock in the Institute buildings.

The New Crew will be held regularly every Monday, Wednesday and Friday thereafter.

All members interested in this sport should outline the fall and spring schedule this week-end.
FRESHMEN LEAVE FOR CAMP THIS AFTERNOON

Over Two Hundred and Seventy Freshmen Leave for Freshman Camp.

(Continued from page one)

camp is the lighting system which was installed last year as a result of a $400 gift of the Advisory Board of the T.C.A., in which the Junior class has a large interest. This makes possible the use of a lantern and motion picture machine for slides and movies.

John W. Chandler '23 will be the camp director for 1931, and he will have a fully-equipped infantry in which to work. Mr. Chandler's special graduation from the Institute entered the Harvard ROTC last year, and he will be forthwith a third-year engineer, he plans to return to the T.C.A. office. This year one side of the camp site is to be cleared of trees in order to make a clean and pleasant place for the work of freshman camp.

Sidelight on Various Institute Life

Walter Humphreys '32, secretary of the Corporation, will give a talk on the history and traditions of the Institute. His unique lecture will be illustrated by slides of Technology and the various activities.

Saturday night, takes will be given by members of the institute; Dorm. Committeedvent, Don Compton, Dan Lobell, Dr. James L. Tryon, President Leslie H. Lampson, Henry Dorr and many other students will speak at the camp fire.

Program Fitted to Keepsake

Saturday night, a dance and ball, baseball, crew racing and tennis, there will be a track meet and the annual smoker when young men from Harvard and Boston College along with their guests, will show their stuff before Track Coach Rentfro. The days will end at seven and will be filled with activities from the start to the finish.

Coach Redfield will also hold at the assembly on Friday night with track preliminaries and a comedy.

The Leaders at the Camp will be:


THE TECH REQUESTS PICTURES OF CAMPERS

Following its policy of trying to render the best possible service to its members, THE TECH will send a regular staff photographer to freshman camp at Massassauga on Tuesday to take pictures of the camp activities. However, the photo layout staff will be very glad to receive any photographs of any good quality submitted by pupils.

Anyone sending such pictures is requested to turn them in to the cubby-box at the Newsmen's Room on Walker Memorial.

THE T.E.C.H.

THE TECH

Friday, September 25, 1931

VIEW SHOWING THE NEW PHYSICS AND CHEMISTRY LABORATORY WHICH IS NOW UNDER CONSTRUCTION

IF THE 15th annual freshman camp is to be what it is intended to be, a broadening up of physics and chemistry majors, the opportunity for discussion and for cooperation between these majors, it must be planned with care. This year at least, if not for some years, there is to be a plan to have lectures given by men who have specialized in these fields and are now working in these fields.

The annual dinner and smoker is given for the All-Technology Smoker on October 10. The annual dinner and smoker is given for the All-Technology Smoker on October 10.

Continue Construction Work During Summer

New Buildings Near Completion, Hope To Use Building 6 in February

Much additional work occupied by the construction of the new buildings, as well as the usual annual summer round of repair and construction, have kept the construction forces at the Institute busy this summer.

Work on the new spectrographic laboratory progressed to such a point that Professor A. H. Compton has decided to show his apparatus soon after the end of the term in the basement of Building 2.

It is expected that the building will be ready for use in February.

Work on Building 6 is Not Yet Rapid

Progress on the new physics and chemistry building has not been as rapid as it was not until shortly after the spectrographic laboratory. Some of the work on this building is now being done by the students who have been in the building for some time, and it is hoped that the building will be ready for use by the start of the second term.

One of the Y.W.B. girls in building 4 has completed her training and has been installed in the space, in which she is now working.

A prospective freshman student at the University of Michigan was recently employed by the company to do some work in the construction of the new buildings, and he is already getting his first deduction for his work.

As a result of several campus firms, Cambridge zoology have added Harvard students to their list of gentlemen and to those making cigarette cards from domestic windows.

There is a large list of students, the ablest one of whom is the student who was asked to give him his first deduction for his work.

THE MURRAY PRINTING COMPANY

KENDALL SQUARE, CAMBRIDGE.

NEW STUDENTS WILL BE TENDERED SMOKER

Plastic Plans Include Dinner, Smokes, Speakers and Sports

Complimentary tickets will be given to the Newsmen and transfer students for the AS-Technology Smoker on October 15. The annual dinner and smoker is given for the amusement of the Institute, "Ole!" Declare, the used and only, will be on hand to lead in the cheers and songs and the activity men will present their causes to the officers.

Following the turkey dinner the guests will be entertained by smokers, music, songs, gymnastics, movies, and interesting speeches which should inspire a highly enjoyable evening.


PRINTING FOR ALL PURPOSES

Specialists in Printing for Educational Institutions and their Student Activities

Students:

TO RENT

Pianos — Small, new, high-grade. Why pay $40 to $42 per month for old pianos refinished?

Radios — New, beautiful, high-grade. Installed and guaranteed.

$8 PER MONTH FOR NINE MONTHS AND IT IS YOURS

C. C. MOIR

829 Massachusetts Avenue

Y. M. C. A. Building

Cambridge, Mass.

THE MURRAY PRINTING COMPANY

First Time at School Opening

The New Burgundy Red and Black Parker Duofold

They’re ready—Parker’s latest creations in the first time show. The New Burgundy Red and Black Parker Duofold features a new color combination, named by Parker “E” color, sumptuously colored with a warm-colored, see through red.

To call it “E” you would need at least $10 or $12 to be used in the largest size — Junior size Pen and Pencil sets. Rare beauties, asradiant as any made for the year.

Available on Monday

THE NEWBURG 

GOOD 

means a Better Year

THE ESPANOLEA

Cafeteria offers it to you by

GOOD SERVICE AND 

CIVILITY

See map over by using our Coupons Book

23-25 MEMORIAL ST., BOSTON

FREE INFORMATION OFFICE, Room 10-100, Technology.